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the versatile stageright deck
One Deck. Many Uses.
The multi-purpose StageRight Deck can save you time
and money because it is interchangeable with various
StageRight support systems. Different configurations
are shown below, including a flat stage, show-choir
riser, variable-level stage, and curved riser.

Decks so rigid that performers think they are on a permanent floor. They are remarkably
quiet too! StageRight’s honeycomb core absorbs resonance to reduce the “drumhead” effect that can detract from a
performance. Lightweight construction means added safety during set-up. The decks are reversible, giving you a choice for
each event and doubling their wear life. The decks are interchangeable on various StageRight support systems, allowing
you to stage nearly any type of indoor event.

polytrac ™
PolyTrac™ is a black, durable ABS
surface. It is ideal for use in school,
hospitality and public event staging.

techstage ™
TechStage™ is a fiberglass sheeting with a black,
textured surface. It offers excellent wear life and is
impact resistant. TechStage can be used for heavier
usage such as concert staging or dance performances.
Other colors available by special order.

carpet
Commercial-grade, anti-fray, polyolefin
carpet looks better longer.
Standard Color

2
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Cool Umber

Crimson Kiss

Gingersnap

Heritage Teal

Iron Black

Jetty

Medallion

Midnight Waters

Slippery Rock

Sugared Bronze

Sweet Onion

Urban legend

StageRight Decks

SOLID

EASY SETUP

A) Honeycomb Core
StageRight Decks are easier to handle
thanks to their lighter weight (compared
with a solid-core platform of comparable
strength). Free of undesirable resonance
and the “drum-head” of foot noise.

SAFE

C) Aluminum Edging
Save time by quickly attaching
accessories such as skirting,
chairstops and hardclosure panels.
Reduce maintenance costs as the
tough, aircraft-alloy composition
and anodized finish resist damage.

B) Reversible
Choose from two performance surfaces
to best suit your event. Reduce
maintenance costs by effectively
doubling the wear life of the deck.

D) Molded Corners
Maintain decks in top condition thanks
to the impact resistance of molded
polycarbonate corners. Smooth
corners eliminate sharp metal edges.

A
B

C
Transportation Carts
Easily transport your decks with
the StageRight Transportation
Cart. More information on page 39.

StageRight Decks are interchangeable and may be used with several StageRight support systems.

D

“Drum-head” noise is reduced with StageRight's honeycomb core deck interior.

Single-sided deck

StageRight Deck

 see pages 36-39 for accessories.
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fold & roll choral risers
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“StageRight risers are the BEST and are the way every
choral program should be going if you need to update
your risers. They are durable, practical, easy to use, mobile,
safe, and a time saver when setting up for concerts.”
AL EXA N DE R LO O N E Y , CH O R A L D IR E C T O R , O H IO

When portability and ease of use are top priorities, the Fold & Roll design of
this unique choral riser is the perfect choice. With the same high quality construction of our larger,
more permanent components, you’ll give up nothing while gaining the advantage of a simple, oneperson setup. The secure, locking casters and built-in tubular steel back rail provide performers
with safety and stability. The optional fourth level allows more performers in limited space.
4
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Fold & Roll | Choral Risers
ORDERING INFORMATION

The standard in easy setup risers.
SAFE

6'

11'11"

EASY SETUP

A) Integrated Back Rail
Perform more safely, protecting
against accidental tumbles.

Each riser comes completely assembled with 18" treads, support
and rear guardrail. Capacity is based on a row on the floor and in a
quartered away position.

5'

FR-36 FOLD & ROLL CHORAL RISER
5'2"

B) Cantilever Folding Mechanism
Reduce the risk of back strain because the
counterbalance aids in lifting. Tread stringer moves
in one easy motion, saving time and energy.

qty. description

1

capacity

3-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNIT

16 PERSONS	

4-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNIT

20 PERSONS	

17'9"
5'9"

A

23'3"

2 3-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

32 PERSONS	

4-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

40 PERSONS	

3 3-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

48 PERSONS	

4-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

60 PERSONS	

6'10"

4 3-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

64 PERSONS	

4-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

80 PERSONS	

28'7"

5 3-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

80 PERSONS	

4-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

100 PERSONS	

7'10"

6 3-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

96 PERSONS	

4-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

120 PERSONS	

33'6"

7

B

9'5"

112 PERSONS	

4-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

140 PERSONS	

FR-36 FOLD & ROLL CHORAL RISER ACCESSORIES

D
38'

SOLID

3-LEVEL FR-36 CHORAL RISER UNITS	

ADD-ON side rail kit (includes two sides)		
ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)		

C
E

C) Secure, Locking Casters
Locking casters stay in place
without movement to ensure a
stable, wobble-free riser.

E) Optional Fourth Level
An optional fourth level can be added
by simply removing the rail, inserting
the tread, and replacing the rail.

D) Rotating 18" Treads
Choose either straight or semicircular
configuration for your performance.

Setup couldn’t be easier. Just unfold it and
the FR-36 Choral Riser locks into place.

10'11"

Side View
Assembled position

End View
Storage and assembled positions
72" (1.83m)
65.5" (1.66m)

60" (1.52m)

xx'

76" (1.93m)
65.5" (1.66m)

38.7"
(.98m)

Step Heights:
32" (.81m)
24" (.61m)
16" (.41m)
8" (.20m)

73" (1.85m)

24" (.61m)
16" (.41m)
8" (.20m)

4th Level End View
Storage and assembled positions

74" (1.88m)

65.5" (1.69m)

Step Heights:
xx'

25.9"
(.66m)

4th Level Side View
Assembled position

xx'
xx'

800.438.4499
xx'
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alla breve touring choral riser

“The parts to the Alla Breve Riser are so
lightweight. I don't mind setting it up and
taking it down for multiple performances.”
STACY RENIN GE R , MU SI C DI R E CTO R , SOU T H D A K O T A

Use in your practice room as well as on tour. You’ll enjoy excellent sightlines and
audio projection without annoying wobbling and creaking. No matter the location of your concert,
our tripodal understructures, interlocking sections and two-inch thick treads solidify and stabilize
the riser. The rigid treads, made of plywood laminated to a resonance-absorbing honeycomb
core, help performers feel like they are on a permanent platform. The compact Transport holds
three complete four-level sections (including rails) for easy handling. With simple assembly and
lightweight parts, anyone can set up the Alla Breve Riser.

6
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Touring | Choral Risers
ORDERING INFORMATION

Use this riser on stage, on tour,
and in the practice room.

5'4"

Capacities shown below include a row standing on the floor and vary according
to the sizes of persons and spacing. Package includes: reversible treads,
aluminum tripod supports, side and rear guardrails and transportation carts.

6'

ALLA BREVE RISER

12'

qty. description

6'

1

capacity

ALLA BREVE RISER

15-20 PERSONS

C
2 ALLA BREVE RISER

30-40 PERSONS

3 ALLA BREVE RISER

45-60 PERSONS

4 ALLA BREVE RISER

60-80 PERSONS

5 ALLA BREVE RISER

75-100 PERSONS

6 ALLA BREVE RISER

90-120 PERSONS

18'

A
6'6"

23'

OR

M

D

ES

LE D

ECK

28'

S

7 ALLA BREVE RISER

IO N S

RE

SIB
VER

URFACE

O

70" (1.778m)

10'4"

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)

66.24" (1.682m)

37'

group several alla breve risers in your choice of either straight
or semicircular configuration.

75" (1.905m)

70" (1.778m)

12'

➔

With no part weighing more than 33 pounds,
one person can easily set up the entire riser.

Top View
Single unit

Side View
Assembled position
56" (1.422m)

66.24" (1.682m)

28" (.71m)

28" (.71m)

28" (.71m)

73" (1.85m)

73" (1.85m)

73" (1.85m)

73" (1.85m)

50" (1.27m)

56" (1.422m)

75" (1.905m)

800.438.4499
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50" (1.27m)

28" (.71m)

Storage
Collapsed positions

50" (1.27m)

Alla Breve Music Shell
This easy-to-handle shell can be rolled
into any room and quickly set up to
enhance sound. In fact, only one person
is required to set it up, because panels
glide easily into position with minimum
lift effort. More information on page 20.

56" (1.422m)

56" (1.422m)

End View
Assembled position

70" (1.778m)

D) Honeycomb-core Treads
Handle the tread easily because of its
lighter weight (compared with a solid-core
tread of comparable strength). Enjoy a
performance free of undesirable resonance
and the “drumhead” effect of foot noise,
compared with a frame and plywood tread.

70" (1.778m)

ADD-ON riser unit 15-20 person capacity
(includes one understructure, four treads, and one rear guardrail)

33'

B) Stability
Feels like a permanent platform because
of the tripod understructures, interlocking
sections, and two-inch thick treads.

C) Tumble Protection
Safety rails reduce the risk of injury and
accidental tumbles from the sides or back.

75" (1.905m)

VERSATILE CONFIGURATIONS

SOLID

SAFE

66.24" (1.682m)

70" (1.778m)

E) Compact
Move three complete sections with one
Transportation Cart. Transport fits
through standard doorways allowing you
to set up your riser in any room.

75" (1.905m)

ALLA
BREVE RISER ACCESSORIES
75" (1.905m)

66.24" (1.682m)

EASY SETUP
A) Lightweight Parts
Just one person can handle the set-up and
transport of riser parts. Save on your initial
investment in risers by using the same riser
in the practice room, on stage and on tour.

110-140 PERSONS

66.24" (1.682m)

8'8"

PT

B

-WEAR LIF
LE

E

DOU
B

7'8"

7

seated choral risers
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During everyday practices, your choir members think this is a solid, built-

“StageRight has been my vendor of choice for seated
choral risers. We are extremely happy with the
product and service!”
CHRISTY BA R BE R , MU SI C DI R E CTO R, T E X A S

in riser. Yet, the MR-3 Seated Choral Risers can be moved easily to the stage or
multipurpose room for concerts, where you’ll enjoy the same stability and sound
projection with excellent audience appeal. Save time during changeovers with
single-piece supports that not only align and interconnect three levels, but also
connect StageRight Decks that bridge to the next support.

8
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Seated | Choral Risers

Quickly move these sturdy risers from practice room to concert stage.
SOLID

SAFE

A) One-piece, 3-level Understructure
Three levels are pre-aligned and connected,
saving time during set-up. Perform with
confidence on stable, wobble-free platforms.

EASY SETUP

B) Bridging
Decks bridge between one-piece understructures
and automatically align and lock together side-to-side
and front-to-back on locator nodes. No separate clips,
clamps or tools are required to lock units together
which saves time and makes set-up extremely easy.

C) Hardclosure Panels
Hardclosure panels act as chairstops and
easily snap into place without the use of
tools. More information on page 37.
D) Lightweight, Reversible Decks
Choose the performance surface that best
suits the event with the optional PolyTrac™
on one side and carpet on the other side
(standard deck has PolyTrac™ on both
sides). More information on page 2.

A

B

-WEAR LIF
LE

M

OR

D

ES

LE D

ECK

S

IO N S

RSIB

PT

E
REV

E

DOU
B

C

URFACE

O

 see pages 36-39 for accessories.

Decks are so rigid that performers think
they are on a permanent floor.
They are remarkably quiet too! Lightweight
construction means easy set-up. The decks are
reversible, giving you a choice for each event and
doubling their wear life. The decks are interchangeable
on various StageRight support systems, allowing you to
stage nearly any type of indoor event.

Honeycomb Construction
StageRight Decks are easy to
handle thanks to their lighter
weight (compared with a solidcore platform of comparable
strength). The honeycomb
composite deck also reduces the
“drum-head” effect of foot noise.

StageRight Deck

Single-sided deck

“Drum-head” noise is reduced with StageRight's honeycomb
core deck interior.

800.438.4499
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seated choral risers
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mr - 3
(Capacities do not include row on the floor.) ➔

-WEAR LIF
LE

E

M

OR

SIBL

ES

E DE

C KS

IO N S

ER
REV

PT

DOU
B

In the following illustrations, each set of three decks
shaded is placed on a single understructure; unshaded
decks bridge between understructures.
Package includes: dual-sided reversible decks,
supports, rear chairstops, front and side hardclosures.
Transportation carts available; call for options.

URFACE

O

End View
MR-3 9' (2.74m)
MR-3 9' (2.74m)

8” (20cm)
8” (20cm)

Side View

CARPET OPTIONS & UPDATES

10
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PolyTrac™

Carpet

PolyTrac™ is a black,
durable ABS. It is
ideal for use in school,
hospitality and public
event staging.

Commercial-grade, antifray polyolefin carpet
looks better longer. View
more color swatches
online or in the catalog.

24'
24'

Seated | Choral Risers

9'
9'

ORDERING INFORMATION
21'1"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER 30 CAPACITY	

21'1"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER PACKAGE
10'9"

10'9"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER 75 CAPACITY	

47'11"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER PACKAGE

47'11"

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in replace of rear chairstops)
17'10"

ADD-ON 30 firstchairs

tm

17'10"

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)

MR-3 CHOIR RISER PACKAGE
13'3"

13'3"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER 85 CAPACITY	

58'11"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER PACKAGE

58'11"
10'

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in replace of rear chairstops)
10'

ADD-ON 50 firstchairs

tm

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)

32'10"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER 50 CAPACITY	

32'10"

ADD-ON 75 firstchairs

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in replace of rear chairstops)
ADD-ON 85 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)

42'3"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER 65 CAPACITY	

42'3"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER PACKAGE
16'11"

16'11"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER 95 CAPACITY	

45'10"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER PACKAGE

45'10"

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in replace of rear chairstops)
18'11"

ADD-ON 65 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)

18'11"

ADD-ON 95 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)

48'10"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER 70 CAPACITY	

48'10"

MR-3 CHOIR RISER PACKAGE
13'3"

13'3"

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in replace of rear chairstops)
ADD-ON 70 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand (includes 6" fixed)

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
Chairstops
Perform safely plus save time during
setup as the steel bars lock into the
deck edging without tools or loose
parts. More information on page 37.

StageRight FirstChair™
The ergonomic design and breathable
mesh promotes better circulation which
enables musicians to optimize their
performance. More information on
page 18.

Hardclosure Panels
Our hardclosure panels act as a trash
guard as well as a chairstop. They
quickly snap into place in our deck's
aluminum edging channel without
the use of tools for easy installation.
More information on page 37.

Transport Carts
Convenience and portability are a
trademark of StageRight products. That’s
why we offer transportation carts that
can be used for almost any one of our
products. More information on page 39.

➔

Guardrails
Prevent accidental falls with sturdy
steel rails; save time during setup
as the rails attach securely to the
deck without tools or loose parts.
More information on page 38.

800.438.4499
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versatile choral risers

When it comes to
versatility, the Z-system is
hard to match.
The StageRight Z-System can
be configured as a seating riser,
graduation stage, speaker platform,
choral riser, theater stage, showchoir riser, head table riser, fashion
show runway, or band riser — all
using the same decks and Z-supports.
Assembly is as easy as unfolding the
support to create a “Z” shape, and
placing the deck on it. No tools are
required. Horizontal and diagonal
braces provide stability, so the
platform won’t creak or sway.

12
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| z-SYSTEM

Versatile | Choral Risers
(W) 42’3”
(D) 16’11”

ORDERING INFORMATION

One-piece support system saves time and labor with fast, simple
set-up. Save money and storage space by eliminating the need for separate riser

Package includes: dual-sided reversible decks, Z-system supports, rear chairstops, front and side hardclosure panels.
(W) 48’10”
(Capacities do not include a row on the floor.)
(D) 13’3”

systems for different types of performances. Enhance performances with a safe
platform that is budget friendly.
(W) 21’1”
(D) 10’9”

SHOW CHOIR RISER

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER
30 CAPACITY

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER
75 CAPACITY

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER PACKAGE

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER PACKAGE

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

(W) 17’10”
(D) 47’11”

ADD-ON 30 firstchairs

tm

A simple show-choir riser can be configured as shown
by using nine decks and nine one-piece supports.

FLEXIBILITY
Z-800 model features an independent frame system
allowing for maximum layout flexibility. Easily change
the riser layout, shape, and size by simply moving the
system around.

(W) 42’3”
(D) 16’11”

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER
50 CAPACITY

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER
85 CAPACITY
Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER PACKAGE
(W) 58’11”
(D) 10’

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON 50 firstchairs

ADD-ON 85 firstchairs

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER
65 CAPACITY

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER
95 CAPACITY

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER PACKAGE

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER PACKAGE

tm

tm

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)
(W) 45’10”
(D) 18’11”

ADD-ON 65 firstchairs

tm

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER
70 CAPACITY

ADD-ON 95 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)
SHOW-CHOIR

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER PACKAGE

CURVED CHORAL RISER

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

(W) 48’10”
(D) 13’3”

ADD-ON 75 firstchairs

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

Z-SYSTEM CHOIR RISER PACKAGE
(W) 32’10”
(D) 13’3”

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

SHOW CHOIR - 3X3 GRID

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

(W) 24’
(D) 12’

ADD-ON 70 firstchairs

(W) 32’
(D) 16’

SHOW CHOIR - 4X4 GRID

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

One 50 person package can be configured
as shown simply by using 15 decks and 15
supports. Flexible Risers allow for several
setups without loose support pieces.
(W) 17’10”
(D) 47’11”

8’

Transportation Storage Carts

EZ-Clip

Easily transport your Z-800
Choral Riser Package
components with the
StageRight Transportation
Storage Cart. More information
on page 39.

Easily connect multiple deck
sections together with the
EZ-Clip. Simply snaps into the
grooves on the side of the
StageRight decks.

(W) 58’11”
(D) 10’
9’
3’
8”

(W) 45’10”
(D) 18’11”

 see pages 36-39 for accessories.

800.438.4499
(W) 24’
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seated band /orchestra risers

Be seen and heard more
clearly as the MR- 4 Riser
enhances sightlines for
both performers and
audiences enjoyment.
The easy set-up feature of these
versatile risers gives you the
flexibility to use for both practice
and performance. Minimize
initial investment since fewer
understructures are required due to
decks bridging between units. Save
set-up time because the three levels
are pre-aligned and connected.

14
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Seated | Band/Orchestra Risers
(W) 46’6”
(D) 19’10”

Ease and elegance from practice
to performance.
EASY SETUP
A) Lightweight, Reversible Decks
Choose the performance surface that
best suits the event with PolyTrac™
on one side and optional carpet on
the other side (standard StageRight
Deck has PolyTrac™ on both sides).
More information on page 2.

In the following illustrations, each set of three decks shaded is placed on a single understructure; unshaded decks bridge between
(W) 51’10”
understructures. Package includes: dual-sided reversible decks, supports, rear chairstops,
front and side hardclosures.
(D) 16’3”

(W) 22’8”
(D) 13’8”

SOLID

MR-4 BAND RISER 30 CAPACITY

MR-4 BAND RISER 75 CAPACITY

MR-4 BAND RISER PACKAGE

MR-4 BAND RISER PACKAGE

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

(W) 53’8”
(D) 20’8”

ADD-ON 30 firstchairs

tm

C) One-piece, 3-level Understructure
Three levels are pre-aligned and connected,
saving time during set-up. Perform with
confidence on stable, wobble-free platforms.
(W) 35’10”
(D) 16’3”

(W) 46’6”
(D) 19’10”

ADD-ON 75 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

MR-4 BAND RISER 50 CAPACITY

MR-4 BAND RISER 85 CAPACITY
(W) 64’2”
(D) 13’

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

MR-4 BAND RISER PACKAGE

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON 50 firstchairs

ADD-ON 85 firstchairs

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

MR-4 BAND RISER 65 CAPACITY

MR-4 BAND RISER 95 CAPACITY

MR-4 BAND RISER PACKAGE

MR-4 BAND RISER PACKAGE

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

tm

tm

Chairstops
Perform safely; save time during setup
as the steel bars lock into the deck
edging without tools or loose parts.
More information on page 37.

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

MR-4 BAND RISER PACKAGE

SAFE
B) Bridging
StageRight Decks automatically align
and lock together side-to-side and
front-to-back on locator nodes. No
separate clips, clamps or tools are
required to lock units together.

ORDERING INFORMATION

ADD-ON 65 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

(W) 51’10”
(D) 21’11”

ADD-ON 95 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

MR-4 BAND RISER 70 CAPACITY
MR-4 BAND RISER PACKAGE
(W) 51’10”
(D) 16’3”

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)
ADD-ON 70 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

(W) 53’8”
(D) 20’8”

Side View

C

MR-4 12’ (3.66m)
MR-4 12’ (3.66m)

A

8” (20cm)

(W) 64’2”
(D) 13’

8” (20cm)

B

Front View

(W) 51’10”
(D) 21’11”

 see pages 36-39 for accessories.
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versatile music risers

| z-SYSTEM

The Z-System adapts to every kind of performance. Since your

“Always thrilled with the products and service
we receive from StageRight. Their platform
risers are the industry standard and
consistently perform at the highest level.”
TED BR I ME Y E R , MU SI C DI R E CTO R , IO W A

musicians need different seating arrangements for each musical genre, you want
to ensure the perfect setting for each performance. From a brass quintet to an
energetic jazz ensemble, you can easily configure your Z-Riser to match the mood
and tempo of every concert without changing the sound quality or line of sight. As
convenient to use as it is economical, this product offers unmatched stability and
versatility for accommodating your diverse performance needs.

16
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Versatile | Band/Orchestra Risers
(W) 46’6”
(D) 19’10”

ORDERING INFORMATION

Guarantee the best possible performance, no matter what
the instrument or ensemble need. Easily configured for a variety of
performances by utilizing the same StageRight decks and Z-supports. Simply unfold
the support to form a ‘Z’ and place a deck on top. The platform will never sway or
creak with the innovative bracing system. Supports fold compactly for storage and
are operable without the use of tools.

Package includes: dual-sided reversible decks, Z-system supports, rear chairstops, front and side hardclosure panels.
(W) 51’10”
(Capacities do not include a row on the floor.)
(D) 16’3”

(W) 22’8”
(D) 13’8”

Z-800 BAND RISER 30 CAPACITY

Z-800 BAND RISER 75 CAPACITY

Z-800 BAND RISER PACKAGE

Z-800 BAND RISER PACKAGE

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

(W) 53’8”
(D) 20’8”

ADD-ON 30 firstchairs

tm

Z-800 BAND RISER PACKAGE

A jazz band riser can be configured as shown
using four 4'x8' decks and four Z-supports.
You'll minimize your initial investment
because you can use the same support
system for a wide variety of needs.

(W) 64’2”
(D) 13’

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

(W) 46’6”
(D) 19’10”

Z-800 BAND RISER PACKAGE

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON 50 firstchairs

ADD-ON 85 firstchairs

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

Z-800 BAND RISER 65 CAPACITY

Z-800 BAND RISER 95 CAPACITY

Z-800 BAND RISER PACKAGE

Z-800 BAND RISER PACKAGE

tm

tm

JAZZ BAND RISER

tm

Z-800 BAND RISER 85 CAPACITY

Z-800 BAND RISER 50 CAPACITY

(W) 35’10”
(D) 16’3”

ADD-ON 75 firstchairs

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

BRASS QUINTET
A brass quintet riser can be configured as
shown simply by using nine 4'x8' decks and
nine Z-supports set at heights of 8", 16", and
24". Transport carts make it easy to carry the
platforms to and from the performance area.

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)

(W) 51’10”
(D) 21’11”

ADD-ON 65 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

ADD-ON 95 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

Z-800 BAND RISER 70 CAPACITY
Z-800 BAND RISER PACKAGE

CURVED BAND RISER
A 50 person curved band riser can be
configured as shown with nine 4'x8' decks, six
pie sections and nine Z-supports. Assembly
is as easy as unfolding the support to a
“Z” shape and placing the deck on it.

Guardrails
Prevent accidental falls with sturdy steel rails; save time
during setup as the rails attach securely to the deck without
tools or loose parts. More information on page 38.
Hardclosure Panels
Hardclosure panels act as trash guards as well as a
chairstops. For easy installation they quickly snap into
place in our deck’s aluminum edging channel without
the use of tools. More information on page 37.

(W) 51’10”
(D) 16’3”

ADD-ON guardrails (rear only in
replace of rear chairstops)
ADD-ON 70 firstchairs

tm

ADD-ON maestro conductor's stand
(includes 6" fixed)

(W) 53’8”
(D) 20’8”

8’

(W) 64’2”
(D) 13’
12’
4’
8”

(W) 51’10”
(D) 21’11”

 see pages 36-39 for accessories.
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firstchair tm

FirstChair™ by StageRight
redefines the music chair
— and its looks are only
the beginning. The ergonomic
design and breathable mesh
promotes better circulation, which
enables musicians to optimize their
performance. The specially woven
seat and back suspension material
developed for the FirstChairTM does
what other music chairs can’t — it
conforms to the musician’s body and
keeps them cool at the same time.
This innovative weave is self-healing,
standing up to rigorous classroom
use. With its contemporary, lyrical
design and revolutionary materials,
the FirstChairTM is quickly becoming
the leader in its class.

18
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FirstChair

TM

ORDERING INFORMATION

Durable. Comfortable. Stackable.

FIRSTCHAIRTM
firstchairtm 17.5"		

call for pricing

firstchairtm 18.5"		

call for pricing

		

A) Sloping Seat Pan
Rolls the hips open, giving a proper
seated performance position. Allows
students to put feet on the floor.
B) Breathable Fabric
Allows for air flow giving a very
comfortable seat for long durations.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES	

SOLID
D) Stronger Than Steel
Seat and chair back are injection
molded using structural nylon
which give the chair an incredible
strength to weight ratio (pound
for pound - stronger than steel).

B

C) Contour Forming Fabric
Eliminates ‘Hot Spots’ and ‘Pressure
Points’ when seated. Prevents the
student/performers from sliding,
reducing fidgeting and attention
loss. Allows for a comfortable seated
position regardless of instrument.

E) Posture Enhancing
StageRight’s FirstChair™ design
promotes proper seated posture,
duplicating the benefits of
standing and optimizing your
musician’s performance.

single transport cart - 10 chairs		

call for pricing

dual transport cart - 20 chairs		

call for pricing

Single stack cart holds 10 chairs and double stack cart holds 20 chairs.
Both are steel construction coated with electrostatically applied, heat
cured powder coat and have 4 casters (two that swivel and lock).
Carts can be stacked when not in use for compact storage. (See below
information for dimensions.)

SAFE
A

F) Stackable
Chairs stack straight, reducing
the risk of chairs tipping over.

Single Transport Cart
33.5" x 27" x 36.75"

Dual Transport Cart
56.5" x 27" x 36.75"

EASY SETUP
Accessibility and Mobility
This light weight chair can be
stacked onto a Transport cart (10
on a single cart, 20 on a dual cart)
and easily moved from the practice
room to the performance area.

C

D

18.5”
Chair
33”

E
C

F

17.5“
Chair
32”

18.5”
Chair
18.5”
17.5“
Chair
17.5”

18.5” Chair 24.125”
17.5” Chair 23.25”

18.5” & 17.5“ Chair 22.25”

Weight Capacity: 1000 lbs.

800.438.4499
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alla breve music shell

“Alla Breve,” meaning “cut
time,” is exactly what this selfstanding, portable music shell does
during setup. This easy-to-handle
shell can be rolled into any room and
be quickly set up to enhance sound.
In fact, only one person is required
to set it up: the panels glide easily
into position with minimal 15-pound
lift effort. Durable, laminated
panels reflect a maximum range
of audible frequencies. Performers
and audiences will love the mix and
projection of sound enhanced by the
Alla Breve Music Shell.

“We are delighted with the sound shells your company
has provided us. They have really enhanced our concert
performances over the years.”
DAVID JOH N SO N , DI R E CTO R O F I N ST R U M E N T A L M U S IC , W I L L I AM S B AY S C H OOL D I S T RI C T , WI SCONSI N

20
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Music Shells
ORDERING INFORMATION

Enhanced sound and easy setup make
this shell a top performer.

ALLA BREVE MUSIC SHELL
1 unit alla breve shell		
2 alla breve shells		
3 alla breve shells		
4 alla breve shells		

A

5 alla breve shells		
6 alla breve shells		

A) Tower with Tapered Canopy
Improve sound for both performers and
audiences. The canopy can be set at 4
different angles to maximize sound projection
depending on your performance space. Reduce
maintenance with tough, impact resistant ABS
plastic “skin” on rigid 7/8"-thick panels. Realize
maximum durability with a strong steel frame.

7 alla breve shells		

Sample Configurations
With angled canopy you get the best sound reflection for orchestras,
bands and large ensembles. You can align several shells for a maximum
range
6'0"of audible frequencies: either straight
or semicircle configuration.
3'8"

E

EASY SETUP

11'11"
4'1"

B) Counterweighted-pulley Setup
Save setup time as top panels glide into
performance position with minimal lift
effort. Save labor as only one person is
needed to raise or lower the shell.

17'10"
4'10"

23'6"

C) Telescoping Height Adjustment
Enjoy improved sound in various rooms.
Can be set to match ceiling height from 8'4"
to 13'5". Reduce labor as shell, measuring
6'7.5" tall in the storage position, will
pass through standard doorways.

5'10"

Storage
Save space as shells nest compactly
in storage (six nested Shells occupy
less than 39 square feet).

28'11"
7'2"

D) Twin Locking Casters
Save time and labor as only one person is
needed to easily roll a shell to and from
same-level storage area (if shell must
be lifted, its 256lb. weight is more easily
managed than old-style 375+ lb. shells).

34'0"
8'8"

38'9"

D

10'6"

SOLID
E) Durable, Laminated Panels
A 3/4" honeycomb core is
sandwiched between two tough,
impact resistant ABS plastic “skins.”
The warm beige color will visually
enhance your performance.

A

B

C

F
161”

SAFE
F) Deployment
The canopy is easy to deploy with only
15lbs of lifting effort needed.

80”

➔  To put in the performance position, first lift the canopy (gas springs do most of the work). Then push the handle bar down until the tower reaches the desired height.
72.44”

800.438.4499
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the z - system supports

A solid, reliable platform, year after year, performance after performance, the Z-System promises
extraordinary versatility. You’ll never have to compromise on quality to achieve flexibility of stage design. Easily
configured — seating, choral, show-choir, head table, band risers, speaker platforms, or theatre stages — everything uses
the same decks and Z-supports. No tools are necessary as you unfold the support to form a “Z”, and place a deck on top.
The platform will never sway or creak with the Z-System’s innovative bracing system. For maximum stability in every
configuration and a return on investment that will make your budget go far, the Z-System makes a great choice.

22
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Portable Staging
ORDERING INFORMATION

Quickly set up solid platforms for a variety of events.
EASY SETUP
A) Simple Setup
Setup simply involves unfolding the
support and placing a deck on it.
Tapered locator nodes save setup time
because decks secure and align quickly
and without tools or clamps.

C) Variable Height Legs
On the variable height models, height
can be adjusted in increments of
2" without tools. Spacer buttons
on the telescopic legs eliminate
metal-to-metal contact.

D) Adjustable Screw Feet
Durable, threaded levelers
with sure-grip urethane
pads resist damage of floor
surfaces.

Enhance your performance by configuring your StageRight Z-System
supports in various designs. Stage system includes dual-sided, reversible
decks and Z-system supports.

Z-SYSTEM SUPPORTS	STAGE: 12' X 16' X 16-24"
STAGE SYSTEM

call for pricing

ADD-ON skirting (three-sides)
ADD-ON stairs (two-side)

tilt & tote

ADD-ON guardrails (three-sides)
		

Z-SYSTEM SUPPORTS	STAGE: 12' X 24' X 16-24"
STAGE SYSTEM

call for pricing

ADD-ON skirting (three-sides)

SOLID

ADD-ON stairs (two-side)

B) One-piece Folding Support
Stable, wobble-free platform because
horizontal bracing eliminates sway
and creak. Saves storage space
because support folds compactly.

tilt & tote

ADD-ON guardrails (three-sides)
		

Z-SYSTEM SUPPORTS	STAGE: 16' X 24' X 24-32"
STAGE SYSTEM

call for pricing

ADD-ON skirting (three-sides)
ADD-ON stairs (two-side)

tilt & tote

ADD-ON guardrails (three-sides)		
		

Z-SYSTEM SUPPORTS	STAGE: 16' X 32' X 24-32"

A

STAGE SYSTEM

call for pricing

ADD-ON skirting (three-sides)

C

ADD-ON stairs (two-side)

SAFE
B

E) Stable & Secure
With the deck in place, the
2-legs cannot accidently fold
or collapse during use.

tilt & tote

ADD-ON guardrails (three-sides)
		

Z-SYSTEM SUPPORTS	STAGE: 20' X 32' X 24-32"
STAGE SYSTEM

call for pricing

ADD-ON skirting (three-sides)
ADD-ON stairs (two-side

tilt & tote

ADD-ON guardrails (three-sides)

Arrange in different layouts to best suit diverse events. Save money
and storage space by eliminating the need for separate riser systems
for different types of events.

D

Create the perfect stage to fit your specifications.
Standard support sizes: 4' x 8'; 4' x 6'; 4' x 4'; 3' x 8'; 3' x 6'.
Standard fixed heights: 8"; 12"; 16"; 24"; 32".
Standard adjustable heights: 12"-16"; 16"-24"; 24"-32"

8"

4"

 see pages 36-39 for accessories.
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z - 800hd system supports

A stage for all seasons. Any place can be a performance space with StageRight
Z-800HD staging. Setup is quick and easy because decks bridge between supports, meaning
you have fewer supports to set up and level. Its compact storage size saves room, and its
modular design gives you the flexibility to configure your staging in various sizes and shapes.

24
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Portable Staging
ORDERING INFORMATION

This sturdy bridging system uses less
supports to save time & labor.

12' X 40' X 24" GRADUATION STAGING
STAGE SYSTEM

call for pricing

ADD-ON skirting (three-sides)
ADD-ON stairs (two-side)
ADD-ON guardrails (three-sides)
ADD-ON ramps (as shown) (each)
		

SOLID
A) Bridging
Decks bridge between supports both
front-to-back and side-to-side, saving setup
time (compared to a system with a support
under every platform). Minimize your initial
investment and storage space as fewer
supports are required.

SAFE
B) Locator Nodes on Locator Plates
Decks automatically set, align and
lock together without separate clamps
or tools. Enjoy a quiet performance
surface as the snug fit eliminates
rattle common in old-style risers.

C) Stable & Secure
With the deck in place, the 2-legs cannot
accidently fold or collapse during use.

EASY SETUP

36' X 40' X 24" GRADUATION STAGING
STAGE SYSTEM

call for pricing

ADD-ON skirting (three-sides)
ADD-ON stairs (two-side)
ADD-ON guardrails (three-sides)
ADD-ON ramps (as shown) (each)

D) One-piece Folding Support
Reduce labor costs with fast, tool-less setup.
Save storage space because support folds
compactly.

The Z-800HD Support System is available in a fixed height or an
adjustable height. The fixed heights are 12", 16", 24", 32" and 40".
The adjustable heights are 18" - 24", 24" - 32" and 32" - 40".

E) Variable Heights
and Adjustable Screw Feet
Height can be adjusted in increments of
2” without tools. Adjustable screw feet.

Graduation Stages (at a 24" height)
40'
12’

24' RAMP

24' RAMP

40'

36'

24' RAMP

24' RAMP

Bridging Example (12' x 24')
Access Ramps

Transportation Storage Carts

These ramps are easy to set up
and offer versatile configuration
options, with access heights from
8" to 72". More information on
page 39.

Easily transport your Z-800HD
components with the StageRight
Transportation Storage Cart.
More information on page 39.

For additional pricing and project design assistance,
 see pages 36-39 for accessories.

please call 800-438-4499
800.438.4499
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fold & roll risers

Save setup time and
increase safety with the
Fold & Roll Risers. No tools, transport
dollies, or extra hands are needed.
Just roll it to the event location and
unfold. While the Fold and Roll Risers
are in the transport position, the low
profile provides better visibility over
the top, and its low center of gravity
helps prevent tipping. The cantilever
folding mechanism aids in lifting, so
very little weight is actually lifted,
minimizing the risk of back strain.

26
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fr - series

Portable Staging
ORDERING INFORMATION

So easy to set up, one person can do it.
EASY SETUP
A) Fold & Roll Frame
Save time — all parts are mounted to the
frame (no tools, assembly or transport
dollies are needed). Reduce labor costs by
using just one person to set up for your
event. Use less effort as little weight is
actually lifted during setup or tear-down.

A

B) Cantilever Folding Mechanism
Reduce the risk of back strain because
the counterbalance aids in lifting. Hinge
location allows for lower unit height
and center of gravity. Transporting
while in the storage position provides
improved visibility and safety.

SOLID

Many varieties to choose from to meet your performance needs.
Available in 4’ x 8’ and 6’ x 8’ decks and a variety of fixed
and adjustable heights.

SAFE

C) Steel Tubing
Satisfy users and guests with a stable
and wobble-free platform that allows
more weight than on typical risers
made with angle iron frames. Enhance
your facility’s quality image — the black
baked-on, powder-coated finish resists
scratches and looks new longer.

SINGLE SIDED FOLD & ROLL RISER FR-2402

F) Positive Lock
Roll and store the riser without the risk
of unexpected unfolding. Safely perform
on riser without risk of unexpected
deck separation. Save time because
riser automatically locks in both
performance and transport positions.

4' x 8' x 16" - 24" adjustable height

call for pricing

6' x 8' x 16" - 24" adjustable height

call for pricing

		

DOUBLE SIDED REVERSIBLE FOLD & ROLL RISER FR-2403
4' x 8' x 16" - 24" adjustable height

call for pricing

6' x 8' x 16" - 24" adjustable height

call for pricing

The Fold and Roll Risers are available in fixed or adjustable heights.
The fixed heights are 16", 24", and 32" (the FR-2403 is also available in
8" fixed). The adjustable heights are 16-24", 24-32", and 32-40".

D) Rugged Casters
Safely maneuver the Riser — two
fixed and two swivel casters provide
positive directional control. Save on
maintenance, as Poly-Loc urethane
wheels do not leave marks.
E) Sound Absorbing Decks
Choose the performance surface that
best suits the event. Reduce distracting
noise typical of other portable systems.
FR-2402 unit comes with single-sided
deck. FR-2403/04 includes dual-sided,
reversible decks to save money by
effectively doubling surface wear life.

54”
(1.37m)

4’ (1.22m), 6’ (1.83m)

E

B
F
8’ (2.44m)

C

Save time since all parts are mounted
to the frame (no tools, assembly
or transport dollies are needed).

4’
(1.22m)
6’
(1.83m)

D

800.438.4499
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alpharoll risers

Select the height range
that is best for your event.
The revolutionary design of the
AlphaRoll Stage Riser allows you to
easily swap out leg sets to achieve
new heights. Utilize one riser to
achieve the height range of 16″ to
40″. Having the ability to adjust
to your changing facility needs, it’s
simply the best value in the industry.

28
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Portable Staging
ORDERING INFORMATION

ALPHAROLL FOLD & ROLL RISER VALUE MODEL

SOLID

EASY SETUP

B) Steel Tubing
Steel tubing makes the AlphaRoll
Riser extremely durable which means
it can stand up to the wear and tear
of just about any application.

A) Fold & Roll Frame
Setup is safe and fast. Simply roll the
riser into place, select the height, and
unfold. No tools or dollies are needed.

4' x 8' alpharoll value model

call for pricing

6' x 8' alpharoll value model

call for pricing

		

ALPHAROLL FOLD & ROLL RISER ELITE MODEL
4' x 8' alpharoll value model

call for pricing

6' x 8' alpharoll elite model

call for pricing

Two Models Available
AlphaRoll Value Model offers a single-sided deck with multiple surface
options that can be replaced if necessary due to wear or damage. The

SAFE
C) Legs Lock into Place
When unfolding the unit, the legs will
automatically lock into place. This
helps to create an incredibly sturdy
stage that will keep performers safe.

FastPin height adjustment makes height changes quick and easy.
AlphaRoll Elite Model offers a two-sided deck with a variety of surface
options, as well as our exclusive quick release SpringPin for the easiest
height adjustments available.

ALPHAROLL LEG SETS
16"-24" dual-height alpharoll leg set
24"-32" dual-height alpharoll leg set
32"-40" dual-height alpharoll leg set
18"-24" dual-height alpharoll leg set

B

24"-30" dual-height alpharoll leg set
30"-36" dual-height alpharoll leg set
16"-24"-32"-40" quad-height alpharoll leg set

A

18"-24"-30"-36" quad-height alpharoll leg set

4' or 6'

C

60"

8'

Compact Storage

Flexible Height Options

Saves storage space because
you don’t need multiple risers in
different heights. Each riser can
store up to three leg sets right in
the unit. Multiple leg set options
are available.

Combine the short and tall leg set
for a working height range from
16" – 40" in a single, cost-effective
stage riser in either 4' x 8' or
6' x 8' sizes.

16" to
40"

40”

8'

22"

16”

800.438.4499
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opus ii concert shell

Bring the elegance of a concert hall
to your multi-purpose stage.

Acoustical Reflector Panels
Maximize sound reflection with
bowed, structurally-laminated,
stress-skin sandwich panel.
Choose wood veneer, laminate
or painted finish. Please
call for more information
on available finishes.

Cross-section
view of
acoustical
reflector panel.

Smart Mover™ Transport
Move and position towers
safely because their weight is
evenly distributed. Setup time
can be minimized because
orbital casters facilitate
movement in any direction.

Tower Hardware
Worry free set up as welded
unitized tower frame and
tamper proof counter
weight ensure safety.

Efficient Storage
Save storage space with A-shaped
bases that nest compactly. Selflocking wing braces hold wings
securely in locked position.

The Opus II Concert Shell creates a beautiful, acoustical performance space
wherever you need it. Choose from over 200 colors and wood grains to create a beautiful
concert hall appearance, one that is enhanced by our fastener-free surface and minimal joints.
Our revolutionary construction and patented tower transport make setup fast and safe.
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Due to the custom nature of the Concert
Shells, please contact a sales representative
at 800-438-4499 to discuss your facility’s
needs and to receive design assistance,
specifications and pricing.

Concert Shells, Pit-Fillers and Extensions
sonata concert acoustic shell

Our next generation acoustic shell
Introducing our new space saving, flexible Sonata acoustic shell. Engineered to be simple to operate
and easy to store, our Sonata shell is built with safety in mind. Get a full stage acoustic shell in an
affordable and flexible package. Combine with the Opus II overhead ceiling system for a complete
acoustic shell treatment.
Acoustical reflector panels
Maximizes sound reflection for musicians and audiences alike. An aluminum extruded
frame coupled with a dense backing increases reflection of lower frequency sounds.
Safe and sturdy
A fully counter balanced base with four locking casters
delivers a solid and stable foundation for operation. Spring
assist hinges provide for safe deployment and storage with
minimal effort.
Efficient storage
Save storage space with shell bases that nest compactly.
The bottom filler panel is removable to allow compact
nesting of towers in storage position. Folds down easily for
transport from stage to storage room.

orchestra pit filler and stage extensions

Bring your performers closer to the audience.
Bring your performers closer to the audience. StageRight orchestra pit
fillers and stage extensions expand the usable space, allowing you to
better reach your audience. Let us combine the latest design technology
with a state-of-the-art manufacturing process to create new opportunities
for your performance facility.
Adaptability
As adaptable to use as it is durable, our components can accommodate your diverse needs.
Sound Performance
The sound absorbing qualities of our honeycomb decks make the perfect
fit to your performance area.
Custom Choices
We can craft custom shapes to complement your current space.

Due to the custom nature of the Orchestra Pit Fillers and Stage Extensions, please
contact a sales representative at 800-438-4499 to discuss your facilities needs
and to receive design assistance, specifications and pricing.
800.438.4499
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marching band gear

Stadium Pro™ Marching Band Conductor's Podium
Conduct your band with rock solid sturdiness. The foot pad design allows the podium to be used on
any surface. Podium features aluminum anti-slip surface, generous tread depths, and side handrails
for safety. The one-person setup and compact storage make travel from practice to the game-field
quick and easy. The 4-step and 3-step units offer an optional guardrail for greater safety.

Stadium ProTM Conductors products easily fold for transportability.

Stadium Pro™ Conductor's Tower
Oversee your band more clearly. The Stadium Pro Conductor’s Tower features a generous 4’ x 8’ platform for ample
conducting space. The 6’ height allows you to see your entire band. Includes sturdy, removable guardrails for safety and
four foam-filled casters for easy transporting. The Conductor's Tower breaks down easily for minimal, compact storage.
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Marching Band Gear
ORDERING INFORMATION

Stadium Pro ™ Folding Field Cart
Easily take the field with StageRight’s high performance Folding Field Cart.
Large foam-filled locking casters provide a stable, reliable base, while its slightly
raised platform lip prevents items from sliding off. Slotted areas allow for
accessory brackets and restraining strap attachments, which is a real benefit
over other cart designs. It can be hand-pulled or towed, and folds easily for
compact storage. The baked-on finish will help your investment last for years.

STADIUM PROTM MARCHING BAND CONDUCTOR'S PODIUM
2-step (24'')
3-step (32'')
4-step (42'')

ADD-ON guardrail for 3 or 4 step unit

STADIUM PROTM CONDUCTOR'S TOWER	
add-on music stand

STADIUM PROTM FLAG CART	
ADD-ON saber attachment
ADD-ON rifle attachment

Slip resistant surface & edge lip
keep items on the cart.

Slots on bottom for accessories
and straps.

Stadium Pro™ Flag Cart
StageRight is setting new standards for flag carts. Large foam-filled locking
casters provide stability during flag removal and move well on all surfaces.
The cart handle is designed for both motorized towing and people-powered
maneuvering. It can be locked upright to prevent tripping your performers.
Its 80 flag capacity allows 20 members to label and store 4 flags each in
protective plastic lined flag holes. Multiple carts can be easily connected.

Generous area for labeling.

Handle can be locked in
upright position.

Handle doubles for towing
or moving by hand.

Rifle and Saber cart
attachments.

800.438.4499
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rolling drum riser

Rolling Drum Riser
StageRight’s Rolling Drum Riser is a welcome addition to any venue. Utilizing the 4’ x 8’ all purpose
portable staging decks and 12” drum riser stub legs with swivel locking casters, you can assemble and
move this music riser to any part of your facility and lock it into place. The dual sided portable staging
decks provide a longer wear life. The portable staging decks are lightweight, quiet and sturdy to give
the feel of a permanent surface. The rolling drum riser stub legs with swivel locking casters come in
a single or dual variety to provide the versatility and safety features that every facility needs.

Skirting

Size and height options

Add a finished look to your riser with
stage skirting. See page 36 for more
information.

Rolling drum risers are available
in 6'x6', 6'x8', and 8'x8' size. See
below for available height options.

ORDERING INFORMATION

ROLLING DRUM RISER
6'x6' RISER (12" HEIGHT)
6'x8' RISER (12" HEIGHT)
8'x8' RISER (HEIGHTS: 12", 16", 24", 32")
ADD-ON skirting
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Rolling Drum Riser / Conductor's Podium
maestro conductors podium

EASY SETUP

SOLID

A) Integrated Casters
Integrated casters allow podium to
be moved as one piece – no separate
parts to handle. Simply roll the
podium into place, raise the handrail,
release the built in extensions, if
needed, and start conducting.

C) Solid Construction
Build with a heavy gauge steel
frame and heavy duty tubular steel.
This is a solid, worry free podium.

Simple to Store
Takes up half the space of other
leading podiums and can be stored
vertically for a small storage footprint.
Guardrail folds under unit for hassle
free storage and no separate pieces.

B

SAFE
B) Guardrail/chairstop
Our built-in guardrail ensures safety
for your conductor when placed on
stage or near orchestra pits. An added
chairstop keeps chair securely in place

C

Step up to a new level of
performance. Conduct yourself in
A

the most professional manner possible,
thanks to StageRight’s versatile, heavy-duty
Conductor’s Podium.

6"-12" adjustable height model

ORDERING INFORMATION
MAESTRO CONDUCTOR'S PODIUM
6" FIXED PODIUM
6"-12" ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT PODIUM

31”
(.79m)

38”
(.97m)

6”-12”
44.5" (1.13m)

800.438.4499
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accessories

Deck Carpet Options
StageRight Decks are available in a variety of surfaces to meet the different requirements of your performance areas. Two
textured surfaces and twelve shades of commercial-grade polyolefin carpet comprise the list of available deck surfaces. The antifray properties of our carpet keep your surfaces looking newer for a longer period of time, preventing premature replacement.
Standard Color

Cool
Umber

Crimson
Gingersnap
Kiss		

Heritage
Teal

Iron
Jetty
Medallion
Black			

Midnight
Waters

Slippery
Rock

Sugared
Bronze

Sweet
Onion

Urban
Legend

Skirting
Our non-combustible skirting is made of easy-care, 100% PolyTwill or Polyester Velour and is available in several
colors. Just snap the clips into the edge of your decks to attach the skirting for a more finished look. Velcro strips
on the reverse side of the adjustable-height skirting allow you to adjust the height to fit your stage.
Standard Color

Black

White

Rouge

Royal

Navy

Pewter

Cashmere

Mink

Emerald

Cranberry

Lipstick

Gold

Amethyst

Backdrop
Our portable backdrop frame is available in two sizes. The accompanying drapery comes in four sizes. Mounted on casters, our portable
backdrop can be rolled quickly into place behind your stage, riser or other space. The frame telescopes for easy setup and compact
storage. A sturdy steel frame supports our flame-retardant, velour drapery. Sizes range from 6' wide by 10' high, to 8' wide and 12' high.
Standard Color

Black
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White

Rouge

Royal

Navy

Pewter

Cashmere

Mink

Emerald

Cranberry

Lipstick

Gold

Amethyst

Accessories

Hardclosure Panels
Our hardclosure panels act as a trash guard as well as a chairstop. They
quickly snap into place in our deck's aluminum edging channel without the
use of tools for easy installation. The panels shown here are constructed of
5⁄8" plywood with laminated-poly wear surface for strength and durability.

Brackets attached to the back of the
hardclosure panels simply slide into the
grooves of your StageRight Decks.

Chairstops
You no longer need to worry about injury or disruption resulting
from chairs or tables slipping off your risers or staging during your
events. With StageRight chairstops, you can keep them securely in
place. These chairstops attach with quick-lock mounting brackets,
locking firmly and inconspicuously on the edge of our decks.

Quick-lock mounting brackets allow you to easily
install this safety addition.

800.438.4499
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accessories
Casters make
transportation easy,
but won't engage the
floor while the stairs
are in use.

Stairs
Stairs firmly attach to the edge of our honeycomb decks
and easily adjust for a range of heights. Our anodized,
grooved aluminum tread nosing increases visibility to help
prevent slips. All stairs do not require tools to attach.

Basic

Guardrails
Prevent accidental falls with our sturdy guardrails, designed
for all StageRight risers and staging. Made of tubular steel,
each section is 42" high and has a lower bar that serves as a
chairstop. The guardrail attaches quickly and easily to your riser
or deck, without requiring any tools. Grippers firmly hold the
guardrail in place for a safe and secure performing area.
Multiple rail sizes
and styles available.

Secure grippers quickly attach to your stage or
riser to hold your guardrail firmly in place.
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Folding Adjustable

Tilt & Tote

Accessories

Transportation Carts
Convenience and portability are a trademark of StageRight products.
That’s why we offer transportation carts that can be used for almost
any one of our products. Rugged casters do not leave marks, helping
you save on maintenance. Two swivel and two fixed casters provide
positive directional control, making it easy to steer the cart.

Access Ramp
Our portable ramps make it easy to provide wheelchair access to any event. These ramps
are easy to set up and offer versatile configuration options, with access heights from 8"
to 72". Secure guardrails provide safety and assistance. The incline of the assembled ramp
shall not exceed 1" per linear foot. The ramp shall have a 6'x8' landing/switch back at every
24" height. The decks on our ramp systems are reversible with a black quad-ripple surface.
The system is easy to install with no single component weighing more than 100 pounds.

800.438.4499
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website
No matter the size of the space or the type of performance, StageRight is
ready to help you figure out what you will need to make the performance
look and sound better. Our seamlessly integrated, easily assembled
equipment provides rock-solid sturdiness, safety, and ease of use.
Visit us online for more product information; including printable product
sheets, installation gallery, videos and more.
• Get in-depth product information, from features and benefits to
specifications and technical drawings.
• View additional products! StageRight continues to innovate with music
educators to bring the very best equipment to your classroom and facility.
• Watch our online assembly videos. See for yourself how easy it is to set-up
our equipment with no tools to provide safe and sturdy platforms.
• Check out our gallery of installations and photos. View classrooms and
performances around the nation utilizing StageRight equipment.
• Assembly Instructions – For additional or replacement copies.

Join our social network to get the
latest news and information!
www.facebook.com/stagerightcorp
www.twitter.com/stagerightcorp
www.youtube.com/stagerightcorp

Visit us online at www.StageRight.com
40
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Website, Warranty and Ordering Information
warranty

STAGERIGHT CORPORATION LIMITED WARRANTY
We warrant each new StageRight product of our manufacture to be free from
defects in material and workmanship for five (5) full years under normal use and
service. Worn items must be replaced using genuine StageRight replacement parts
only. This warranty shall not apply if other replacement parts are used.
Products by others will be covered, if at all, only by the warranty provided by the
respective manufacturer.
Our obligations under this warranty will be limited to repairing or replacing at
our factory any part or parts thereof within sixty (60) months after delivery of
the StageRight product to the original consumer. Once the product is returned to
StageRight, we will perform an inspection to determine if the product is defective
in material or workmanship. If StageRight determines the product is defective in
material or workmanship, StageRight will repair or replace any part or parts at
no cost to the consumer. This warranty does not obligate us to bear the cost of
transportation charges in connection with replacement or repair of defective parts.

THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT
SHALL STAGERIGHT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
OR FOR ANY DELAY IN PERFORMANCE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. This warranty
does not cover damage in transit.
The warranty shall not apply to any StageRight product which shall have been used,
repaired, or altered outside of the factory in any way so as to affect the intent of
the design. Also excluded from warranty is any product which has been subject
to misuse, negligence, accident, or has been operated in any way other than its
intended use. The warranty does not include scratches in paint or other cosmetic
damage arising from normal use.

ordering information
Terms
• All quotes are in US Dollars; Payment to be made in US Dollars.
• Visa – MasterCard – American Express and Discover accepted.
• Orders received without full payment must be accompanied by an authorized
purchase order or approved credit application

Damages, Shortages
• Be sure to inspect your merchandise. The merchandise you receive left the
factory in perfect condition. Therefore, all shipments must be inspected at the
time of delivery for shortage and damage. The freight company is responsible
for damage and shortage.

Tax
• StageRight collects tax for the following states: AL, AZ, CA, DC, FL, GA, IN, MI, MN,
NJ, NM, NY, PA, TX, WI, WA. Subject to change.
• Non-taxable entity must provide a Tax Exemption Certification or sales tax will be
added to the order. Subject to change.

Returned Goods
• No product may be returned to the factory without prior approval from
StageRight. All authorized returns may be subject to a 15% restocking charge.

Freight and Delivery
• Call for delivery dates and freight estimates.
• Freight Terms: FOB Clare, Michigan

Specifications:
• StageRight continues to innovate with Music Educators to bring the very best,
safest, and most durable equipment to your classroom and facility.
• StageRight reserves the right to make any engineering changes without prior
notification or responsibility to the purchaser.
• Product graphics may vary from catalog photographs.
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495 PIONEER PARKWAY | CLARE, MICHIGAN 48617
800.438.4499 | PHONE 989.386.7393 | FAX 989.386.3500
WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT COMMITMENT. For almost 30 years, StageRight Corporation has stood at the forefront of platform design and application. We understand equipment must be versatile
and easy to use, with sturdy features built into every one of our products. Our last-a-lifetime materials offer a solid investment that will continue to exceed expectations for years to come.
No event is too large or too small, so let us set the stage for an unforgettable performance.

